The shameful wrong that is a flagrant violation of Alfred Nobel’s will

**THE WILL OF ALFRED NOBEL: SHAMEFULLY VIOLATED**

When Alfred Nobel, hereby declare...

The will of my remaining real estate shall be that the interest thereon shall be invested in safe securities by my executors, shall constitute a fund, the interest on which shall be annually distributed in the form of prizes to those who, during the preceding year, shall have conferred the greatest benefit on mankind. The said distribution shall be made under the provisions of the following rules.

**THE MRI DISCOVERY OF RAYMOND DAMADIAN, SHAMEFULLY EXCLUDED**

We grant the Committee the right to award the prize to anyone they choose. But we will never recognize the right to remit it. Demand now! How the Nobel Prize committee may be persuaded to acknowledge the distinguished violation of...

**A FOOTNOTE TO HISTORY**

Should not we respect the right to remit the Nobel Prize? It was excluded from this year’s Nobel Prize for Medicine, where still the truly lasting damage afflicts the honor of the two winners. They were selected: “for their contributions to the development of computer-assisted tomography...” Without these contributions, the Nobel Prize for Medicine would be a dishonor, rather than a prize.

**RAYMOND DAMADIAN’S SELFFULFED PROMISE**

As so far planned, the ceremony must devolve into an empty show of Nobel’s last will and testament, a token remembrance. Today he has also stood his ground, not only for himself, but to help do the same for others, including those who engaged in a brilliant effort to rectify the regrettable decline in prestige of the Nobel Prize.

**IF ALFRED NOBEL WERE ALIVE, WHAT WOULD HE SAY?**

The true history of the MRI was meticulously and repeatedly provided to the Nobel Committee for Physiology or Medicine, if only in the form of the Spring of 1971 hope which, far ahead of any other discovery, set the prospect into an honorable ceremony.

**THE REGRETTABLE DECLINE IN PRESTIGE OF THE NOBEL PRIZE**

A further true history of the MRI, presented in the recent medical literature which is available throughout the world, is compiled in the recent medical literature which is available throughout the world.
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